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QUESTION 1

Your customer is moving to Google Cloud. They have many teams, each working on many projects. How should they
organize resources? 

A. Let each team have one shared Folder with multiple Projects within it so that there is a separation of concerns. 

B. Let each Project have one Folder so that there is a clear separation of concerns. 

C. Let each team have an Organization so that they can entirely manage themselves with their own identity. 

D. Let each team have one shared Project so that it is easy to manage. 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: The recommended approach is to have folders corresponding to teams/departments and they manage the
projects within that. -> Sharing a single project will cause a conflict of resources, billing, concerns, etc. -> One folder per
project is unnecessary overuse of abstraction/grouping. -> Teams and projects in a company should ideally be centrally
managed in a single Organization. 

 

QUESTION 2

Keeping Flavours of Apigee in mind, which of the following statements is/are correct? 

A. A hybrid version consisting of a runtime plane installed on-premises or in a cloud provider of your choice, and a
management plane running in Apigee\\'s cloud. In this model, API traffic and data are confined within your own
enterprise-approved boundaries. 

B. A hosted SaaS version in which Apigee maintains the environment, allowing you to concentrate on building your
services and defining the APIs to those services. 

C. There are two types of Flavours in Apigee i.e. Apigee and Apigee Hybrid. 

D. All of the above are correct. 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: Flavors of Apigee 

Apigee comes in the following flavors: 

Apigee: A hosted SaaS version in which Apigee maintains the environment, allowing you to concentrate on building your
services and defining the APIs to those services. Apigee hybrid: A hybrid version consisting of a runtime plane installed 

on-premises or in a cloud provider of your choice, and a management plane running in Apigee\\'s cloud. In this model,
API traffic and data are confined within your own enterprise-approved boundaries. 

 

QUESTION 3

Google offers Firebase, In terms of Firebase Console, any particular message that has to be deliv-ered to a customer at
a certain degree of change in behavior can be managed through _________________. 
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A. A/B testing 

B. Notification Composer 

C. Firebase Remote config. 

D. None of the above 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: You can send notification messages using the Notifications composer in the Firebase console. Though this
does not provide the same flexibility or scalability as sending messages with the Admin SDK or the HTTP and XMPP
protocols, it can be very useful for testing or for highly targeted marketing and user engagement. The Firebase console
provides analytics-based A/B testing to help refine and improve marketing messages. After you have developed logic in
your app to receive messages, you can allow non- technical users to send messages per the instructions on the
Notifications page in the Firebase Help Center. 

 

QUESTION 4

An organization wants its users to validate a series of new features for their app. Why should they use App Engine? 

A. Because their app is containerized and enabled by microservices 

B. Because the updated app will only include new features 

C. To run different versions of the app for different users 

D. To run different versions of the app for the same user 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

An organization wants to build an entirely new infrastructure and applications in the cloud. Which application
modernization approach should the organization use? 

A. Move the application to the cloud, and then change it. 

B. Change their application, and then move it to the cloud. 

C. Invent in greenfield. 

D. Invent in brownfield. 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: A Greenfield approach is a brand-new implementation , where companies then add their needed
configurations and customizations. This approach provides a clean slate to start from, does not carry over needless
customizations and technical debt, and provides a solid foundation for business process re-engineering. A greenfield
deployment is the design, installation and configuration of computer infrastructure where none existed before, for
example, in a new office. In contrast, a brownfield deployment is an upgrade or addition to existing infrastructure using
legacy components. 
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